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kyu,the strategic operating unit of Hakuhodo DY Holdings,released the

information below.
HakuhodoDY Group Hires A.J. Hughes as CFO for kyu

okyo, Japan, January 7, 2015 – HakuhodoDY Group has
ired A.J. Hughes as CFO for its strategic operating unit, kyu.
ichael Birkin, CEO of kyu, made the announcement today.

r. Hughes, age 35, takes this newly created role at kyu to
versee financial operations of the strategic operating unit,
orking closely with and reporting to Mr. Birkin. He will

elocate to New York City to establish kyu’s U.S. office.

A.J. brings a wealth of global financial experience and
nderstands the process and details of integrating various
perations into a smoothly functioning entity,” said Mr. Birkin.
He’s also got the requisite enthusiasm and energy for
rowing a business. I’m thrilled to welcome him onboard.”

ost recently Interbrand’s Director of Finance and
perations in Asia Pacific, Mr. Hughes oversaw the finance
nd operations functions for the company’s offices in Tokyo,
eoul, Beijing, Guangzhou and Singapore. Prior to that role
e worked for Interbrand in New York and London. Earlier in
is career, Mr. Hughes worked in financial roles at Target
nd Time Warner Cable. He is a graduate of the University
f Wisconsin, Madison.

This is a great opportunity to create a differentiated offer,”
aid Mr. Hughes. “Michael’s a terrific example of a value-
inded entrepreneur and I’m excited to have the chance to
ork with him.”

Group PR & IR Div., Hakuhodo DY Holdings Inc.

http://www.kyu.com/


About kyu: kyu, the strategic operating unit of Hakuhodo DY
Holdings, was created in May 2014 to ensure the continuous
enhancement of specialization and innovation in the
Hakuhodo DY Group. Michael Birkin heads kyu as CEO; its
operating companies include SY Partners and Red Peak
Group.
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